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DIRECTOR’S CUT 
by Renee Mehl 

Season’s Greetings to all! Our boats are 
tucked away in their cradles and ready for 
winter overhauls. ‘Tis the season for 
making lists and checking them 
twice. All the boats have been inspected 
and jobs written for winter maintenance 
projects. We’re busy planning for winter 
classroom training and spring/summer on 
the water again. 

 
The winds of change are blowing, which means we will have 
some new faces around the sailing center and won’t be seeing 
others quite as often. We’re very happy to announce that the 
search for a full-time Assistant Director was successful, and 
Nathan Hesse started in that role on November 29th.  Read more 
about him in the Hail and Farewell section below. CAPT Dave 
Jackson is retiring, again, this time from his able command of 
the Cutter Shed maintenance team. We will really miss him, but 
he has promised to come back in the summer and sail with us. 
 
Other big changes include several of our sailing program’s name 
changes. The Varsity Offshore Sailing Team (VOST) is 
becoming just plain Offshore Sailing (OS). They’re a varsity 
team during the fall season but transition to professional 
development during their summer adventures. To avoid 
confusion between the newly anointed OS and our OSTS, we’re 
reverting back to the Command & Seamanship Training 
Squadron (CSTS) from several decades back. This name is more 
reflective of our mission statement to give midshipmen command 
and leadership training along with a solid basis in seamanship and 
navigation. The Junior Varsity or JVOST team chose their new 
moniker – Basic Offshore Sailing, or BOS (pronounced 
boss).  We have some creative youngsters on Coach Nancy’s 
team! 
 
Our last piece of new news is an early holiday present for all of 
us. The SEANAV department was gifted a NOAA print-on-
demand chart printer. It prints NOAA raster charts with LNM 
corrected through the day of printing. It will also print the new 
Electronic Navigational Chart (ENC) that NOAA is transitioning 
to with a projected date of 2025 for completion.  One immediate 
benefit is that charts will be corrected up to print date, so there 
will be fewer corrections. We’re working on our transition plan 
to the ENCs but will retain the NOAA raster charts for this year.  

 
Refer to the following link for more information: 
 https://nauticalcharts.noaa.gov/charts/noaa-custom-charts.html  
 
Enjoy the holidays with your friends and family and stay 
safe!  We look forward to seeing you in the classroom and back 
on the water in 2022! 
 
FLEET CAPTAIN’S NOTE 
by John Formisano 

As I referenced in my November note, 
the N44s have migrated North to the 
other side of the Severn and winter is 
sending subtle reminders that it will 
soon be here.  You’ll see in other parts 
of “Notes” that we continue to train, 
and boats will receive some attention 
and upgrades in the warmth of a hangar 
at Small Craft.  

 
Since I don’t have any news that isn’t discussed in another 
column here, I thought I would reference some information I had 
in a previous version of “Notes” for our newer volunteers.  Below 
you’ll find some content for our ever-present devices to fill some 
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of your virtual sailing needs.  I know that “Notes” has done a few 
columns about helpful phone apps and I’m purposely skipping 
over the Navigation, Tide, Wind and Buoy finder apps as they 
have been covered before, but below are a few others that I have 
found helpful, informative, and even a bit entertaining. 
 
The American Sailing Association (ASA) sailing challenge 
enables you to virtually sail your small boat and it reinforces sail 
trim basics.  It is also helpful to use with midshipmen who need 
another approach to learning points of sail. 
 
A good app to knock off some of your rust, and to help the visual 
learners in your crew are knot tying apps.  Two that I like, and 
use are Animated Knots by Grog and Knots 3D ($5.99). When 
you have a need to test your bowline and hitches these are great 
refreshers. 
 
If you want to learn more about Celestial Navigation, the 
Vanderbilt University Astro Navigation on-line course is a great 
way to learn the basics. 
https://my.vanderbilt.edu/astronav/ 
 
There are also a few apps that you can use once you’ve mastered 
the concept.  The two I recommend are Star Pilot (note- this is not 
free and it’s the most I’ve ever paid for an app). StarPilot does 
celestial sight reductions of all bodies using a high-precision 
internal almanac, plus mathematical and graphic solutions for 
position fixes, great circle, rhumb line, traverse and composite 
sailings, all current problems, piloting solutions, and much more, 
including lunar distance method of finding GMT from the sky 
and a unique graphical Sight Planner, and the new Sight Analyzer 
function that helps you get the most accurate results from a series 
of sights. 
 
Obviously if you want to do Celestial Navigation you need a 
sextant, and of course there is an app for that called CamSextant 
which uses your phone camera as a sextant. Also, a limited 
number of sextants are available for checkout from the Sailing 
Center. 
 
I hope to see everyone soon in our winter training classes. 
 
MAINTENANCE DIRECTOR’S NOTE 
by CAPT David Jackson, USN (ret) 

Winter maintenance is in progress as this issue of the CSTS 
Newsletter goes to print.  Lots of work to be done on the boats, 
and here are the Fleet-wide jobs that are planned this winter: 

• Replace all the stoves with a brand new, shiny Force 10 
model; 

• Replace all manual bilge pumps; 
• Evaluate and make repairs to improve the reliability of the 

house alternators; 
• Add a terminal strip to remove excess wires on engine starter 

positive post; 
• Replace all engine blower motors; 

• Upgrade all old-style fire suppression actuating cables; 
• Remove sealant and install gasket in fuel tank tops; and, 
• Replace all transom lettering with something that will stick! 
 
Please sign up for the training day at the Small Craft Repair 
Department (SCRD) when it becomes available. That’s an 
opportunity for new people to get their hands on the boats and 
learn the various systems.  For the old hands, you will get to see 
what upgrades have been and are being made. 

January 13th will be my last day as Maintenance Director. It has 
been fun, but it’s time to spend more time enjoying time with 
family. I am not saying goodbye though. I still plan to sail as a 
volunteer and make sure the boats are supporting the mission! 

Have a great Holiday Season. I look forward to seeing you at 
training! 

 

LT’S CORNER 
Season’s Greetings, Everyone! Just a 
quick update from me. All new trainees 
should have received an email stating you 
have blackboard access. Also, the CSTS 
Qualification Tracker should be up to date 
for everyone. If you don’t yet have 
Blackboard® access or there are 
discrepancies with your qualification 
proficiency tracker, please let me know. I 
hope you all have a fun, safe holiday! 
 

WINTER TRAINING SCHEDULE 

The draft 2022 winter training schedule is attached.  Classes will 
be held in person on Tuesday’s and Thursday’s afternoons, 
starting January 25th and recorded and posted for those who are 
unable to attend.  Exceptions are the SCRD Hands-on Training 
(February 26th), Navigation Exam (March 5th), and the Safety at 
Sea Seminar (April 2nd) which will be held on Saturdays. 
 
The first four classes will be on leadership, taught by professors 
from the Leadership, Ethics and Law Dept (LEL).   This is at the 
heart of what we do, which is why we kick off our training with 

Sunset at SCRD - Photo credit Pete Carrico 
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leadership.  Courses cover what the midshipmen are taught and 
how to apply that in an experiential setting.  
Navy 44 systems training will resume with a day at the boatyard 
across the river (SCRD). We have updated videos from last year 
as the backup for those who can’t attend. This session will be on 
Saturday, February 26th, 2022. 
 
New this winter is small group, hands-on training using our 
mock-up nav station in the Robert Crown Sailing Center 
downstairs classroom.  A Google sign-up link will be separately 
sent out for those that are interested in this hands-on training. This 
will start after the electronics lecture in late February.     
 
NEW VOLUNTEERS 

We get inquiries throughout the year from new volunteers.  Our 
D-qualification training process typically starts with Fall sailing 
on the Navy 26s then progresses onto the Navy 44s. If you missed 
Fall sailing but already have intermediate to advanced sailing 
skills, you can start with classroom training this winter.  You’ll 
have opportunities during the Spring training period to make up 
hours.  We are flexible (Semper Gumby) and understand that it 
sometimes takes two years to get through the qualification 
process before you can support summer training as an XO.  We 
always need volunteers during the summer training and have 
opportunities for non-D qualified help.    
 

SUMMER MIDSHIPMAN POST CRUISE SURVEYS 
Our Midshipmen take a survey at the end of each summer block 
that is utilized by both CSTS and the Professional Development 
Department (PRODEV) that sailing falls under. It’s used as a 
measure of our training effectiveness.  It’s administered by the 
Institutional Research (IR) Department, and they are able to do 
regression analysis on several of the metrics.  Summer Skippers 
and XOs are sent a copy of their boat’s survey results as a 
reflection tool. Last summer’s overall results are examined in the 
following executive summary. 
 
1. Program participation.  

Year Sorties MIDN # 
Taking 

MIDN  
CO / XO 

MIDN # Surveys 

2017 28 N44, 2 SW 255 15 208 (82%) 

2018 30 N44 239 8 227 (95%) 

2019 30 N44 246 5 215 (87%) 

2020 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

2021 25 44s 200 5 XOs 158 (79%) 
 
2. Positive outcomes identified by the survey. 

a. The mission of CSTS is to “Exercise small unit 
leadership and teamwork skills in a real-world 
environment.”  95% of the midshipmen indicated this 
goal was achieved, compared to 92% in both 2018 and 
2019. 

b. 83% would recommend CSTS to other midshipmen, 
compared to 61% in 2019. 

c. 77% said that they are better prepared to lead others after 
participating in CSTS, compared to 69% in 2019. 

d. The most rewarding/enjoyable part of CSTS centered on 
team building with the crew, the experience of sailing, 
and leadership development. Some highlights from 
midshipmen’s most rewarding part of CSTS include:  
(1) “Making decisions that affected the trip and 

working with the whole crew to achieve our 
desired outcome.”  

(2) “The most rewarding part of CSTS was watching 
everyone improve. Our communication and 
confidence on the water all improved a lot, and the 
sail back compared to when we first stated on local 
area training had a huge increase in skill level.” 

(3) “The relationships I formed with my crew and the 
development I made in my leadership style will be 
lasting and will almost certainly prove to be the 
most rewarding parts of this training.” 

(4) “Meeting new people and becoming a team. 
Seeing the team develop was very rewarding for 
me”  
 

3. Concerns raised. 
a. 50% of the midshipmen participating were non-

volunteers. While this is a significant improvement from 
2019 (79%), there is still room to improve the 
desirability of CSTS for summer training. 

b. 16% of the participants did not complete Senior Crew 
qualification.  This represents an improvement from 
2018 and 2019 (20%), but it continues to indicate that 
some midshipmen have not achieved a basic level of 
performance/proficiency. 

c. The number of midshipmen Skippers/XOs remains low: 
5 in ‘21 and 5 in ‘19 compared to 8 in ‘18 and 15 in ‘17.  

 
4. Recommendations. 

a. Continue to make decision making and leadership 
development a central role aboard N44s.    

b. Midshipmen who feel that they were in situations where 
they had to make decisions that affect operational 
outcomes are more likely to recommend CSTS. 

c. Midshipmen have indicated a desire for more autonomy, 
decision making, and room to fail (while keeping safety 
in mind). Allow more space for midshipman leadership 
and decision making.  

d. Securing housing closer to port or in a central location 
to encourage midshipmen interaction, especially in 
Mystic, CT.  

e. Continue to assess and improve actions to increase the 
number of midshipmen and junior officers serving each 
year as Skippers and XOs. This is a continuation of a 
2019 recommendation. 
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For further information, please refer to the following links: 
 
Overall Summer 2021 Survey Results 
 
Summer 2021 Statistical Analysis 
 
 
SUMMER PREFERENCES 

Looking ahead, we’ll be sending out a Google sign-up link soon 
for your summer block preferences.  This is for initial planning 
purposes.  Please sign up for what you think you will be able to 
support for summer training.  This organization runs on volunteer 
power, and this is our first look at how many midshipmen we’ll 
be able to train next year.  We need to inform the Academy’s 
summer Training Office what that number will be so they can 
plan accordingly.  New volunteers should sign up as an XO.  We 
are flexible and expect attrition during the training cycle due to 
work, life, and school priorities. There are options to get 
additional sailing time during Blocks 1 and 2 if you don’t hit the 
minimums by the end of the May DELMARVA sails and can 
support the Blocks 2 or 3.     
 
FALL MIDSHIPMAN AWARDS 

We were gifted with some truly amazing midshipmen this 
summer.  Skippers had the opportunity to nominate standout 
performers on their crew for several awards at the end of each 
block.  Our selection committee had a really difficult job this year 
with 26 candidates submitted for three different awards.  We 
typically have four, but due to the pandemic and the “gap year” 
for midshipman leadership, there were no midshipman Skippers 
for the Tabor Award (i.e., Midshipman Skipper) this year.     
 
The McNitt Award is presented to midshipmen XOs 
demonstrating exemplary leadership while participating in their 
CSTS summer cruise block. Recipients’ performance in 
leadership, seamanship, navigation and sailing skills set them 
apart from their contemporaries. This was an extremely tough 
choice this year. We had four nominees who all deserved the 
award. The nominees were MIDN 1/C Josh Carson, MIDN 1/C 
Bobby Hatfield, MIDN 1/C Corey Street and MIDN 1/C Maya 
Wade.  Congratulations to MIDN 1/C Josh Carson, our 2021 
winner.  Josh is studying overseas this block so was unable to 
attend the awards ceremony.  
 
The McWethy Award was expanded to include one awardee 
from each block due to the abundance of nominees.  The 1/C, 2/C 
or 3/C midshipman who demonstrated outstanding seamanship 
ability during their respective blocks this summer were: 
 
Block 1 – MIDN 1/C Ryan Shaw 

Block 2 – MIDN 2/C Esperanza Antonarez 

Block 3 – MIDN 1/C Cole Acker 

 
The Bing Simpson Award is presented annually to the 
Midshipman who distinguished himself as the best 
engineer.  This year’s winner was MIDN 2/C Seth White. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MIDN 2/C Esperanza Antonarez receiving the McWethy Award. 

Bing Simpson Award (L-R), OS MIDN 3/C Phil Pacheco, OS Coach Pete 
Carrico, CSTS Director Renee Mehl, and CSTS MIDN 2/C Seth White. 
Photo credit LT Brianne Aiken 
 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1-8CuOpNnPezLPihtogNnAd6hzyk_OyEDq8TEibpVBBg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Lst04HZ_YUDMmpvMJxa98TUehNm6E3w07-ZtE1DQphE/edit?usp=sharing
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CONGRATULATIONS 
by Ilene Lipsitz  

Captain Julie Spencer was an 
CSTS Skipper on Block 1 last 
summer. Now she is Captain Julie 
Spencer in the U.S. Navy. 
 
Her promotion ceremony was held 
on Friday October 1st in Memorial 
Hall. There was a good crowd 
including family, friends, CSTS 
volunteers and staff, Chemistry 

Department, and midshipmen on the women’s Crew Team. 
 
Captain Spencer's final words were mostly for the midshipmen: 
“As a graduate of the Naval Academy in the class of 1990 I had 
no idea I would reach this position. As a mid, do not try to figure 
out before graduation how many years you will stay in. You could 
decide this is the place for you as I have.” 
 
HAIL AND FAREWELL 

This December, Nathan Hesse 
joined as the CSTS Assistant 
Director. Nathan comes to us from 
the Chesapeake Bay Foundation, 
where he led environmental 
education programs in Washington, 
DC as the captain of the Bea 
Hayman Clark.  
 
He formerly taught English to 
speakers of other languages in 
Baltimore City Public Schools and 
at Annapolis High School. Nathan 

has previously worked at the Naval Academy with the Basic 
Offshore Sailing (BOS) program on Navy 26s and served as the 
Program Manager for Eastport Yacht Club’s Junior Fleet. He has 
captained for Classic Sail Charters in Annapolis for the last four 
seasons. 
Nathan has a great love of classic and historic sailing vessels. 
Nathan led week-long programs as captain of the Elsworth, a 
skipjack owned by Echo Hill Outdoor School that was built in 
1901. He has had the honor to sail on a variety of schooners in 
the Great Chesapeake Bay Schooner Race over the years. In 
2017, he joined the Harvey Gamage, a 131-foot sail training 
vessel, on her voyage to Cuba, where he served as program 
manager and Spanish language translator.  
 
Nathan studied Spanish Literature at St. Mary’s College of 
Maryland and earned a master’s degree in Latin American 
Studies from The George Washington University. He also holds 
a master’s degree in bilingual education. In his free time, Nathan 
can be found sailing his Bluenose sloop, a classic day sailer, and 
cruising the Chesapeake Bay with his fiancé.   
 
Farewell to Dave Jackson, who is leaving us as the Cutter Shed 
Maintenance Director in January.  He will be greatly missed in 

that role!!!  Another familiar face, LT Christian Burton of 
former CSTS OPSO fame will be leading the charge at “the Shed” 
during the search for a new supervisor.     
 
Dave plans to fully enjoy his retirement years with his 
family.  We are fortunate that he will transition to volunteer status 
with the CSTS program, so he can enjoy mentoring midshipmen 
during the dog days of August (or June or July) with us.    
 
CSTS FACEBOOK PAGE 
CSTS has its own rebranded Facebook Page! In addition to this 
newsletter, we will post important information about the program 
to this Facebook page. Please “Like” us so you have the program 
information as it is released. We have 1,045 “likes” to date and 
growing every month. Help us get to “2,022” likes in 2022. Please 
encourage your Midshipmen to send photos and video from their 
spring training sails and summer block sortie. Anyone can post to 
our Facebook page. We are generating a good following of CSTS 
family and friends that are following your sailing experiences. Do 
not be shy and please post! 
 
Please “Like” us at:  
http://www.facebook.com/USNAOffshoreSailTraining. 
 
EMAIL OPT-OUT 
If you are on this email newsletter and would like to be taken off, 
please let us know.  If you have any articles or information you 
would like to share through this newsletter, please email to 
richard.robey@gmail.com. As always, thank you for your 
support of CSTS. 
 
We keep about 12 months of past CSTS newsletters posted on the 
Navy Sailing website for your reference at:  
https://www.usna.edu/Sailing/CSTS/Newsletters.php 
 
THANK YOU! 
 
Ms. Renee Mehl   Mr. John Formisano  
Program Director  Fleet Captain 
mehl@usna.edu  jeformisano@gmail.com 
(410) 293-5610  (410) 991-1008  
   
Mr. Nathan Hesse  LT Brianne Aiken 
Asst Program Director  Fleet Operations Officer 
hesse@usna.edu   aiken@usna.edu  

(410) 293-5604  
 
LT Christian Burton  CAPT(ret) Rick Robey 
Acting Maint Director Comms Officer & Editor 
burton@usna.edu  richard.robey@gmail.com 
(410) 293-5629  (443) 875-2245 

http://www.facebook.com/USNAOffshoreSailTraining
mailto:richard.robey@gmail.com
https://www.usna.edu/Sailing/osts/Newsletters.php


CSTS 2022 Winter Training Schedule (Draft) 12/13/21

Date Lecture Location Time Instructors
25-Jan-22 Leadership 1 Michelson 110 1600-1800 LDR professor/CSTS Skipper
27-Jan-22 Leadership 2 Michelson 110 1600-1800 LDR professor/CSTS Skipper
1-Feb-22 Leadership 3 Michelson 110 1600-1800 LDR professor/CSTS Skipper
3-Feb-22 Leadership 4 Michelson 110 1600-1800 LDR professor/CSTS Skipper
8-Feb-22 Operational Risk Management (ORM) Michelson 110 1600-1800 (CSTS/OS) CAPT Doug Rau (ret) USN

10-Feb-22 Fire Safety / Radio Communications Michelson 110 1600-1800 Ned Ross
15-Feb-22 Rules of the Road Michelson 110 1600-1800
17-Feb-22 BIB and SOP Review/Lessons Learned Michelson 110 1600-1800 Renee Mehl
22-Feb-22 N44 Electronics Michelson 110 1600-1800 Bill Aucoin
24-Feb-22 Navigation Introduction (Optional) Luce 103 1600-1800
26-Feb-22 N44 Systems - all SCRD 0900-1600 (Sat) Various 
1-Mar-22 Navigation 101 Luce 103 1600-1800
3-Mar-22 Navigation 102 Luce 103 1600-1800
5-Mar-22 Navigation Exam Luce 103 0900-1200 (Sat)
8-Mar-22 New XO and CO Preparation Michelson 110 1600-1800 Renee Mehl
2-Apr-22 Safety at Sea Seminar Alumni Hall 0800-1730 (Sat) Various

Independently 
Scheduled   
(Feb-May)

First Aid and CPR/AED Sailing Center Haberland/Lipsitz/Mehl

Independently 
Scheduled Navigation Exam Sailing Center 3 Hours Max Proctored at Sailing Center

N/A N44 Systems - Head Repair & Plumbing Blackboard N/A Self-paced
N/A N44 Systems - Sail Repair Blackboard N/A Self-paced
N/A N44 Systems - Electrical Blackboard N/A Self-paced
N/A N44 Systems - Engine Blackboard N/A Self-paced
N/A N44 Systems - Rigging Blackboard N/A Self-paced

FORMAT AND GROUND RULES: Classes will be a blend of in-person and online. We're still working out details of whether the online will be recorded only or live. If it's live we'll use 
Google Meets as the hosting platform. It is similar to Zoom. There are tutorials online if you’re unfamiliar with the program. Staff will be online 5 minutes before each class to answer any 
questions you might have about using Google Meets. You can call in, or use a computer or phone with a mic and forward facing camera. It’s recommended to download the Google Meets app if 
you’re going to use the video function on your phone. 

SAFETY AT SEA AND BOATYARD TRAINING: We will be hosting our US Sailing Safety at Sea Seminar in person for 2022, unless conditions change. This event is free to our active 
volunteers and midshipmen, and on a fee basis to the general public. It will NOT be recorded. If you cannot attend in person, there is an online US Sailing Safety at Sea training option on a fee 
basis. There are 15 online units for the Offshore course, which meets our D-qual requirement. If you have taken a US Sailing sanctioned Safety at Sea course elsewhere and it's still valid (typically 
5 years), please let us know so we can look it up online. Our most popular day is at the Small Craft Repair Dept (SCRD - the boatyard facility across the river) will be in-person this year. If you're 
unable to attend, there are videos of the training we updated last year which are posted on Blackboard.


